The principal purpose of this announcement is to present an equivalent formulation of the invariant subspace conjecture for bounded linear operators acting on a Hubert space H. Specifically, the conjecture asserts that if B(H) denotes the algebra of bounded linear operators on H and AeB(H\ then A has a nontrivial invariant subspace. We show that the conjecture can be reduced to the study of operators having the property that their invariant subspaces are reducing spaces. In our earlier announcement of this result we called such an operator "completely normal" (cf.
The principal purpose of this announcement is to present an equivalent formulation of the invariant subspace conjecture for bounded linear operators acting on a Hubert space H. Specifically, the conjecture asserts that if B(H) denotes the algebra of bounded linear operators on H and AeB(H\ then A has a nontrivial invariant subspace. We show that the conjecture can be reduced to the study of operators having the property that their invariant subspaces are reducing spaces. In our earlier announcement of this result we called such an operator "completely normal" (cf. [2] ); however, since then we have been convinced (by P. R. Halmos) that "reductive" is a more appropriate term. 
In particular we set H 0 = N(H) and let P 0 denote the projection of 
REMARK. In view of Theorem 3 below, (b) of the above corollary allows us to assert that "if 1 < dim H < oo and A e B(H\ then A has a nontrivial invariant space" without resorting to the Jordon form of A.
One of the difficulties encountered in the applications of direct integral theory is proving that vector valued functions are measurable. Our main tool in this direction is our next theorem which we call "the metric approximation theorem." In order to state the theorem we shall make a few measure theoretic conventions. If (M, I, p) is a finite measure space, then fi* denotes the outer measure corresponding to JX. A measurable cover of a subset T of M is a measurable set U (e 2) such that every measurable subset of U -T is null and such that T -U is a subset of a null set. (We do not assume that \i is complete.) Such a measurable cover U always exists and fi(U) = i u*(T). Moreover, if l^ is a second measurable subset of M, then we observe that U l is a measurable cover of T if, and only if, the symmetric difference UAUi is null. This observation leads to all of the properties of measurable covers that are needed for the next theorem. The proofs of our main results require a great deal of the theory of direct integral decompositions for von Neumann algebras. The necessary literature for our use of the theory can be found in [3] , [5] , [6] and [8] . In what follows, E will denote a weakly closed symmetric subring of B(H) such that its commutant E has a cyclic vector for H. M denotes the maximal ideal space of E and for BeE the mapping B -• È(m) denotes the Gelfand transform of B. (
i) Every element of B(H) has a nontrivial invariant subspace. (ii) If A is a reductive element of B(H), then A is normal.
We note that other hypotheses will lead to the validity of (ii) of Corollary 3.1; for example, using the results of Aronszajn-Smith and BernsteinRobinson (cf. [1] , [7] , or [4] ) we have the following: COROLLARY 
If A is a reductive element of B(H) which is polynomial^ compact, then A is normal.

